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“The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”
- William Faulkner (Requiem for a Nun)
Economists and finance managers in the 21st century
thought that they had succeeded in leaving the past
behind. This was until the 2008 sub-prime crisis hit the
headlines. Among other things, it resulted in an extremely
unlikely event. Financial economists started reading his-
tory, and this time not just as a footnote to some time-
series analysis, but as history in its own right. From Niall
Ferguson’s Ascent of Money e A Financial History of the
World to . This Time is Different e Eight Centuries of
Financial Folly by Reinhart and Rogoff, the world has
started taking a closer look at the history of some of the
concepts, systems, and institutions that 21st century
financial economics had started taking for granted. Past
scams and recessions are being revisited for lessons to be
learnt and clues to solve current problems.
Easy Money by Vivek Kaul is from a similar genre. Moti-
vated to make an attempt to understand the 2008 crisis,
Kaul proposes to take a closer look at the history of money
itself, and the financial system and institutions that have
evolved around it over the last few centuries. Kaul proposes
to undertake this mammoth task in three volumes, the
current book being the first in the series. This first volume
covers the history of the “evolution of money from Rob-
inson Crusoe to the First World War”.
The book proceeds, largely, in chronological order. The
first two chapters cover the basics of money and have
interesting tales of how different commodities were
experimentedwithasmoney in different parts of theworld in
ancient times. It also has an overviewofmoney in the ancient
GreekandRomanempires. The third chapter onwards iswhat
one may call a modern history of money. Development of
banking and finance in Europe despite the dictates of the
Church, and the import of ideas from the Chinese and Indian
civilizations are covered in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 to 6 are anPeer-review under responsibility of Indian Institute of Management
Bangalore.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.iimb.2015.01.006account of the emergence of paper as an acceptablemedium
of exchange and the pitfalls of the process. This covers the
early history of the Bank of England and its use in the hands of
the Crown to fund expeditions in America, Asia, the conti-
nental wars, and insights into some of the first Ponzi schemes
such as John Law’s Mississippi Company and John Bunt’s
South Sea Bubble. Chapters 7 to 10 are about the emergence
of a formal state sanctioned banking system in England and
the United States, and the emergence of their respective
Central Banks. Chapter 11 gives an account of the eventual
fall of the gold standard and the beginning of the fall of the
British pound, and the emergence of the US dollar during the
inter-war period.
As the title suggests, the book tries to put forth complex
ideas about money in a simple and easy manner making
them accessible to a reader without prior background in
economics or finance. With seemingly dry historical facts
and events along with complex economic and financial
concepts as ingredients, the author has achieved the rare
feat of keeping the final product interesting and accessible
to the lay reader. Further, this is done without in any way
compromising the academic integrity of the subject matter
being handled. Every statement and historical incident is
well referenced, thereby making the book useful even for
serious historians of money and finance although one feels
that a chronology of events at the end of the book would
have helped. It would have been interesting to see the
chronological coincidence of events in history occurring in
different parts of the world. Such a perspective often gives
rise to new conjectures and opens out new areas of
investigation.
The book brings out some common mistakes that gov-
ernments as well as private entrepreneurs have kept
repeating over centuries without drawing any lessons from
the past. For example, the number of Ponzi schemes that
have been run in the past by enterprising individuals only to
end up in both personal as well as economy-wide failures.
Also, the number of occasions that governments of all types
and at all times have thought that they could print their
way out of trouble. Starting from the Roman Empire in the
ancient times, the 18th and 19th century colonial empires,
and to the modern day governments in the developed
world, governments have engaged in printing money or
reducing the amount of metal in the currency in times of
crisis. The book quotes F. P. Powers that this is the first
device thought of by finance ministers. This, despite real-
izing that almost on every occasion in the past it has
resulted in more trouble.
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is that of moral hazard. Should the governments allow
creation of entities that are too big to fail, and once
created, should such entities be supported when there is a
threat of failure? William Lidderdale, the Governor of the
Bank of England who arranged one of the earliest of bail-
outs in 1890 is quoted in the book as having regretted doing
so. Yet successive central banks and governments,
including those in the recent crisis, have continued to do
so. The need for salvaging whatever one can from a lost
situation, the death-grip of high finance on governments
and regulators, and compulsions of electoral politics are
some of the reasons that have been cited, surprisingly, for
more than a hundred years now!
But primarily the book is an endless account of govern-
ments wanting to take control of money and using the
control to further their own interests and not necessarily
that of people at large. Two questions are worth asking at
this juncture e Firstly, given that governments have sole
monopoly on production of currency, have governments
done a good job over the past years? More importantly, as
one of the largest borrowers in the economy, what incen-
tive would government have in preserving the value of the
currency? Therefore, is there a case for a more water-tight
separation of the two functions of production of currency
and management of government borrowing programme?
The question then is how can such a separation be ach-
ieved? The debate on independent central bank is largelyinconsequential so long as central banks remain a part of
the larger government set-up.
This brings us to the second question e Why not have
private money? This concept was also discussed by Friedrich
Hayek in 1976 in his book, The Denationalization of Money.
The experiment has failed in the past. But then those were
days of metallic standard. In today’s world of legal tender,
with enhanced ability to regulate, and to extract and pro-
cess information, will the risks be reduced? Does it make
more sense to entrust the responsibility of preserving the
value of currency to the lenders rather than to the
borrower. Of course, the current crisis has led to a backlash
against “big finance”. But if the value of my profits earned
in my currency is directly dependent on the exchange value
of my currency e will I not be more watchful of the kind of
risks that I take? Is it time then to have a post-modern
money for a post-modern era? Is it time for more, rather
than less, democratization of money e bitcoins, for
example?
Easy Money by Vivek Kaul is an attempt to locate the
roots of the recent crisis in the past. Is it possible to find
clues for solutions too?
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